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Introduction

The volunteer’s promotion of the university is important because it actively acts as a regional social contribution of the citizens in the region. In this report, it reports on the outline, the result of the questionnaire of the event of the astronomical volunteer promotion executed in the astronomical observatory of an Akita University, and the consideration.

Event and astronomical volunteer in astronomical observatory

An astronomical event is held every month, and in the astronomical observatory of an Akita University, an astronomical event is recruited from the civilian and an astronomical volunteer with whom it cooperates is recruited. An astronomical volunteer can study the knowledge of astronomy and the celestial observation that attends the course, the course, and the heavenly body observation association held in the astronomical observatory. The starry sky guide recognition course is started in 2010 fiscal year, and it promotes it systematically of the astronomical volunteer. It is hoped to an ardent astronomical volunteer to execute the event of heavenly phenomena excluding the astronomical observatory. However, a lot of people and machine parts are needed to execute an astronomical event. It is thought that it is necessary that the astronomical observatory straighten the system that astronomical facilities and human resources can be offered to support the astronomical volunteer’s activity.

Outline of event and planned astronomical event

In the astronomical observatory, astronomical volunteer’s communications course and astronomical volunteer promotion course were held as a course to promote astronomical volunteer’s communications skills and project power for an astronomical volunteer and the civilian. It explained astronomical volunteer’s role and the method of holding an astronomical event referring to the text in the beginning. Next, the workshop of the planning of an astronomical event acted by using an easy work-sheet.

The event was held three times, the number of intervenors was 16 description people, the project of the event of six totals was proposed, and two was executed in Akita City. One is a project that holds the observation association in the astronomical observatory of Akita University for an astronomical circle to which the participant belongs at nighttime. In another one, the star is a project of none and the concert to the hall as for the community hall around the station. The event was held once, there were eight person number of intervenors, and nine events were proposed in Yokote City. One was an introduction of the astronomical event that had already been decided to execute it. Moreover, is the astronomical reading association in which it was separately proposed joined with the heavenly body observation association, why don’t you execute as a new event, and an active opinion exchange was done.

Result of the questionnaire and consideration

The questionnaire survey was done in the event held in Akita City and Yokote City. In the question of ”Was the activity happy?” and ”Was it comprehensible?”, the nearly everyone was happy, and it was answered plainly. In the question of ”Have you participated in such an activity?”, about 50 percent was answered as participation. In the question of ”Do you want to participate again?”, about 60 percent was answered as wanting participation if there was a chance. In the question of ”Were you interested in nature and the science and the technology?”, it was answered that the nearly everyone was interesting. In the question of ”Has the interest in nature and the science and the technology risen?”, about 90 percent was answered as interesting. It is thought that this event became a happy, comprehensible activity because a lot of participants have been interested in nature and the science and the technology because of result of the questionnaire up to now, and there was an experience of participating also in such an activity.
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The creation of movie for full dome projection using the data of KAGUYA

Hirotaka Nakayama¹, Eiichiro Kokubo¹, Hiroshi Araki¹

¹NAOJ

Japanese lunar orbiter KAGUYA (SELENE) was launched by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) on September 14, 2007. KAGUYA carried 14 scientific instruments to investigate the lunar origin and evolution and to develop the technology for the future lunar exploration. The LALT (Laser ALTimeter) and the TC (Terrain Camera), 2 of the 14 instruments, continuously observed the lunar surface and by using these data, we have created the movie "KAGUYA's Moon" for dome theater.

The LALT is a ranging instrument that emits a laser beam to the lunar surface and measures the distance to it from the main orbiter by the timing delay of the reflected light. It obtained a global and precise topographic data set of the Moon, including the polar regions with a latitude higher than 75 degrees that have never been explored by previous satellites. And the TC has two telescopes with one-dimensional detectors looking at forward and backward directions, respectively. It captured three-dimensional (stereo) images of the Moon’s globe with a world’s first super high definition of 10m.

After these data were first processed by RISE (Research In Selenodesy) project and TC team respectively, we imported them to Maya which is a high-end 3-D computer graphics software to visualize the lunar surface. By using Maya instead of commonly-used visualization software, we succeeded in improvement of the quality as movie.

This movie is stereoscopic and the size of dome master is 3K. So it can be projected at many digital dome theaters and stereoscopic dome theaters across the nation. And now we are creating the high-definition version. It will be available on the web site of 4-Dimensional Digital Universe (4D2U) project soon.
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Aurora3D Project and Aurora Talk Show 2010
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Aurora3D project has been conducting stereo imaging of aurora in Alaska, supported by Housou Bunka Foundation and Nikon. The 3D aurora images have been presented at the science live show UNIVERSE at Science Museum. The website aurora3d.jp plays an important role to distribute the education materials and to inform the related outreach events via Twitter etc. The obtained images of aurora by Aurora 3D project are used for the Aurora Talk Show 2010, which was held at 13 different places over Japan in December 2010. The Aurora Talk Show 2010 was the first trial supported by the SGEPSS. The young researchers of SGEPSS and local science communication groups collaborated together to make the science talk show using the auroral images etc. The main topic depends on each speaker and place, broadly ranging from the Sun to planets. It is important to continue and extend such activities, collaborating with science communication groups. We would like to have your participation, support, and advice for Aurora Talk Show 2011 etc.
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Environmental education by new sightseeing resources, “cloud sea at Mt. Tomamu” in Hokkaido, Japan

Kazuki Nakamura\textsuperscript{1}, Yasuhiro Yamanaka\textsuperscript{1*}
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Figure shows a sea of clouds overlooked from the terrace (1088m height) on Mt. Tomamu in Shimukappu, Hokkaido. It, Unkai terrace (Unkai mean sea of clouds in Japanese), was opened since 2005 (Mountain terrace named in 2005), when a staff maintaining gondola in sky slope awoke to value of the fantastic sea of clouds created by meteorological conditions in summer seasons with unique geographical position in Tomamu.

Here we report two practices using Unkai terrace. One is for tourists by an education program about clouds and another is for graduate students developing this program. Though these practices, we tried to solve problem of Unkai tours from just looking to more deep understanding.

(1) For general tourists trough the program about clouds We developed the program for parent and children studying clouds during two days with one night stay, with the special issue in newspaper “Eco-Chil” distributing all elementary students in Sapporo per month. We had story that participants investigate various characteristics of clouds instead of Sennin, a fictitious specialist, living in Tomamu. In program, participants studied them, though watching clouds, playing game and quiz about clouds and observing a sea of clouds on Unkai terrace, with enjoying. "Friendly to clouds" is the concept of our program; we expect that children hold their interesting to cloud, weather and natural environments after taking their home.

(2) For graduate students though developing a project in EPoCH course This is a practice in "course in Environmental Project Coordinator in Hokkaido” staring May, 2010, in Graduate School of Environmental Science in Hokkaidou University. Cooprating with Hoshino Resort Tomamu Co.,Ltd provides students with learning how to proceed with social projects and to solve various difficulties in projects, though developing new educational program.

From these practices, we have realized to develop new tourism program not only just looking but also understanding and touching, using a sea of clouds as touristic resources by university-company collaboration, and to operate it by a tour sponsored by newspaper “Eco-Chil” in September, 2010. We will operate this program in summer 2011, as a practice in Practical Science for Environment in Graduate School of Environmental Science in Hokkaidou University.
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Development of a permanent exhibit visualizing the mechanism of carbon dioxide underground storage
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Underground storage of carbon dioxide is an important method to reduce atmospheric emissions of greenhouse gases, which may contribute to the global climate change. Recent scientific investigations argue that residual gas trapping is an effective mechanism to securely store CO$_2$ in aquifers, especially in Japan. In order to make progress on this approach, understanding and support from the public are vital, but the geological storage of CO$_2$ has not well-known to the community.

The Nagoya City Science Museum developed a permanent exhibit to visualize the mechanism of residual gas trapping in aquifer. The modeled aquifer, originally designed by Takahashi et al., (2006), is made of layers of glass beads in an acrylic cistern. We used two sizes of glass beads, 1mm and 2mm in diameter, as differently permeable layers of porous sediments. The experiment can be automatically operated as follows: 1) fill the pore space of the glass beads with water, 2) inject air from the bottom of the cistern and observe the behavior of the injected gas, 3) stop the air injection then discharge the water to initialize the experiment. Lighting from the front side makes effective visualization due to retroreflection of the glass beads. We believe this exhibit will give a better understanding of carbon dioxide underground storage to the visitors.
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Hakoniwa volcanology from playing with sand

Akira Takada$^1$

$^1$AIST, Geological Survey of Japan

Analog experiments are useful for outreach program. Hakoniwa is a small artificial Japanese style garden. Hakoniwa volcanology is an extension of Kitchen volcanology, and named after Japanese garden. Sand is easy to get at any place, for example, in developing counties as well as Japan. Students can carry out the experiments in the outside garden as well as in the indoor room. This paper introduces various analog experiments on volcanology using sand; explosive eruption, pyroclastic cone building, lava flow, constructing volcano, caldera formation, and lahar.

Keywords: Outreach, Analog experiment, kitchen volcanology, Hakoniwa volcanology, sand, eruption
Disaster preparedness and education activities based on locally produced and consumed concept

Yoshinari Hayashi\textsuperscript{1*}
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Disaster management is one of the leading application areas in earth sciences. Scientific research results have already been used in many aspects of public life. Therefore, outreach activity of disaster management is often done as part of natural science education. But it is difficult to meet the diverse needs of disaster management, if we have been staying in only natural science field. Participants may stay a few people who were quite limited in sex, age and occupation. We have redone the disaster in terms of capturing regional challenges. And we began efforts to prompt the participation of citizens share a sense of crisis. We have highlighted the importance of disaster management from regional problem. And we began efforts to prompt the participation of citizens share a sense of crisis. Many kinds of disaster management action were subjects that people can participate with a variety of expertise not limited in scientific research experiences. As a result, newcomers who have felt no interest in disasters are joining in our actions with their specialty.
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Home delivery service of a set of teaching materials of geology as a supplement of outcrop and supporting school teacher

Hideyuki Nakano¹, Yasushi Obi²*, Takashi Ito³, Kiyokazu Kawajiri⁴, Naoko Iino⁵, Hiroyuki Yamashita⁶, Hideaki Teshirogi⁷, Kazuhiro Sakata⁸, Akihito Uebayashi⁹, Takeyuki Ueki¹⁰


The commission of public relations of Japan Society of Earth Science Education prepares a set of teaching materials of geology composed of peer specimen of sediments, teachers’ manuals, and lesson plans and worksheets for student. Also It provides home delivery service of a set of teaching materials of geology, to supplement to lack of outcrop and support school teachers unfamiliar to earth science. This presentation shows the preparation methods of peer specimen of sediments, and teaching practice for elementary, junior high and high school students using a peer specimen of sediments.

Keywords: earth science education, peer specimen of sediments, elementary and secondary education, teaching practice, home delivery service, collaboration between society and school teachers
Education and outreach programs of the Japan Association for Quaternary Research

Takeyuki Ueki1*, Kunihiko Endo2, Arata Momohara3, Sumiko KUBO4, Kiyohide Mizuno5, Kuniyasu Mokudai6


The Japan Association for Quaternary Research contributes to earth science education as school education and natural history education as life-long education, to facilitate liberal arts and literacy for students and citizens. Public symposia on new definition of Quaternary, future perspective of earth science education and promotion of natural history education for last several years. Network is a key concept of scientific society outreach, such as between-society cooperation, collaboration between society, school teachers and citizens.

Keywords: Japan Association for Quaternary Research, between-society cooperation, earth science education, natural history education, accountability, network
Some problems from the scientific researches toward an educational promotion

Masaki Takahashi
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It is commonly discussed the difficulties on promoting the scientific results for the students as well as the citizens. The use of special terms often brings about a barrier between the scientist and audience in a lecture. One of the most serious causes of this problem is derived from which, a speaker (scientist) is ignorant and/or careless to the audience that they are quite an amateur. We scientists have not still noticed that our common sense is not a matter of the common knowledge for the audience. The efforts that the speakers should not use special terms as possible and take easily-understood examples, are required in the outreach activities. Some techniques, such as a short ice-break story, in speech also help for reducing the barrier between the speaker and the audience. Thus other abilities are needed for promoting the scientific fruit to the students and citizens. This would also help that the various fields of the earth science will be merged and another scientific theme will be developed.
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Earth Science Education using Exhibitions in Library

Toshio Sasada\textsuperscript{1}

\textsuperscript{1}STEP, Aichi University of Education

It has been pointed out that many students were not interested in science. Recently, it is concerned that teachers who dislike science increase the number of the students who dislike science. In order to change this tendency, two exhibitions of earth science were opened in Aichi University of Education Library. One is "Mt Fuji Exhibition" and the other is "Gem Stone Exhibition".

In this presentation, I will report the details of two exhibitions and argue the possibility of earth science exhibitions opened in library.
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Fieldwork-oriented seminars for children and their parents
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Geoscience, a discipline to clarify the earth that has a history of 4.6 billion years, is indispensable when considering sustainable development since it is directly connected to our environmental problems, natural disasters and resources. It has long been said that children are far from the nature and/or science but we believe it is caused not only by children themselves but we adults who are not familiar with the nature and have poor idea to tell the children. From our perspectives that we need to make opportunities for both children and their parents to experience, enjoy and learn in nature, the fieldwork seminar titled Chikyu-kyoshitsu (Earth School) was started by Nagoya University Museum collaborating with Nagoya City Science Museum, the social primary education professionals.

Chikyu-kyoshitsu was selected in the outreach models to be promoted by Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST) in late 2005 and in fiscal year of 2006. A number of fieldwork programmes that have contents based on geological outcrops in Gifu prefecture were established. Several programmes have been improved and implemented with self budget since FY 2007, after the end of funding by JST. Seminar programmes of Chikyu-kyoshitsu are now carried out four times (once in each semester and once in summer vacation period) in cooperation with Aichi University and other facilities occasionally.
The report of the International Earth Science Olympiad (IESO)

Yutaka Takigami\textsuperscript{1*}, Ken-ichiro Hisada\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{1}Kanto Gakuen University, \textsuperscript{2}University of Tsukuba

The report of the International Earth Science Olympiad (IESO)

We will report the outlines of the 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013 International Earth Science Olympiad (IESO).

1) IESO 2010 (Indonesia)
Application Oct.1 to Nov.30, 2009
1st Selection Dec.20, 2009
(682 students. 37 places)
2nd Selection March 24-26, 2010 at Tsukuba City.
(From 24 students, 4 special excellent and 4 excellent students were selected.)
Training 8 students; April-Aug. (correspondence course)
4 students; Aug. (4 days)
4th International Earth Science Olympiad Sep.19-28, 2010
Results ; 1 gold medal and 3 silver medals
Formal visit to the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology.

2) IESO 2011 (Italy)
Application Sep.1 to Nov.15, 2010
1st Selection Dec.19, 2010
(869 students. 50 places)
2nd Selection March 24-26, 2010 at Tsukuba City.
(From 27 students, 4 special excellent and 4 excellent students were selected.)
Training 8 students; April-Aug. (correspondence course)
8 students; June (2days), 4 students; Aug. (4 days)
5th International Earth Science Olympiad Sep.5-14, 2011

3) IESO 2012 (Japan)
Application Sep.1 to Nov.15, 2011
1st Selection Dec.18, 2011
2nd Selection March 25-27, 2012
(From 30 students, 4 special excellent and 4 excellent students will be selected.)

4) IESO 2013 (India)
7th International Earth Science Olympiad Aug., 2013

Keywords: IESO2010, IESO2011, IESO2012, International Earth Science Olympiad
Outreach Activities of SGEPSS

Outreach Branch, SGEPSS\textsuperscript{1}, Tadahiro Hatakeyama\textsuperscript{2*}
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Society of Geomagnetism and Earth, Planetary and Space Sciences (SGEPSS) has launched the outreach team at April of 2004. We have some programs for outreach and education of our fields of study and general Earth and space sciences, as following, 1) outreach events associated with the Fall meeting of SGEPSS (2004-2010), 2) organization to send lecturers to schools and other communities, 3) making webpages introducing our researches and electromagnetic phenomena of Earth and space, 4) publishing a textbook ’Taiyo-Chikyu kei kagaku (The sun-earth system science)’ by education WG of SGEPSS, 5) holding press conferences introducing remarkable papers in the fall meetings, 6) hosting ”Competition of satellite design” with Japan Space Forum and some institutions, and others. Here we introduce our activities for several years and show the plans of future activities.

Keywords: outreach, electromagnetism, antarctica, aurora, space, inside Earth
Public programs of Hayabusa by Tohoku university on and the public response
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The public programs of “Hayabusa” were held at Tohoku University on from October, 2010 to January, 2011. A display of the real-size model of “Hayabusa” and panels were held at Katahira Campus, on 3-10th October, 2010. We had over 10 thousands visitors. Some participants with high interesting has enjoy the speech by scientist, and the beginners take message that they has enjoy the guide explanation s. Some participant think highly of these programs, however, others point a lack of announcement out.

A science cafe was held at on 3rd October, 2010. We had over 10 handreds visitors. Three speeches were given about the ion engine, the development of new technique for sampling, and the analysis for sample.

A lecture meeting was held at Hagi hall on 23rd December, 2010.

A display of space probes and panels were held at the entrance of Hagi hall from 4th December, 2010 to 31st January, 2011. We had over a thousands visitors.

Keywords: public programs, public response
Geo-Network TSUKUBA - The new style network connects research institutes and citizens concerning geo-environmental science

Geo-Network TSUKUBA\textsuperscript{1}, Akinobu Miyakoshi\textsuperscript{2*}

\textsuperscript{1}Geo-Network TSUKUBA, \textsuperscript{2}Geo-Network TSUKUBA

"Geo-Network TSUKUBA", which is funded by the Independent Administrative Institution of Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST), is the new-style network to promote the outreach activity concerning the geo-environmental sciences in the Mt. Tsukuba area. Geo-Network TSUKUBA was established in 2009, and is expanding, continuously. Participants are 2 city governments, which are Tsukuba City and Sakuragawa City, and 16 organizations. We are corporate under the scheme of "geo-environment" and are on going to design/organize a science-cafe, field excursion and exhibition. This network will contribute the civil activity for sustainable deployment of the Mt. Tsukuba area in the future.

Keywords: regional network, lifetime education, geo-environmental sciences, science literacy, Mt. Tsukuba
Planning and practice of the geo-tour deal with geological discovery of Kiritappu Marshy Grassland, Hamanaka Town held

Kiyoyuki Shigeno1, Ayako Takai2, Masayuki Ishii3, Mitsuru NAKAGAWA4, Futoshi Nanayama4, Hideki Yoshikawa4
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We planned a geo-tour for Hamanaka residents as 2010 “Geology Day” event because we wanted residents to re-confirm the familiar landscape around the town as geo-sites. In this case, Kiritappu Wetland Center was implemented as our host of this outreach event. Also we planned a training session for geo-tourist guides which was requested by Hamanaka town office in addition to opportunities for the residents to learn directly from geological experts such as geological history and natural disasters around the town.

Before geo-tour on July 11, 2010, we gave two general lectures, “Let’s see Hamanaka geo-sites with viewpoints of the earth history” presented by Nakagawa and “Geological events around Hamanaka” presented by Ishii.

After the lectures, the bus started from Kiritappu Wetland Center for eight geo-sites, Stop 1: The quartz monzonite in Hamanaka (Hamanaka quarry), Stop 2: Recent seismic rock falls and submarine landslide deposits in Nemuro Group (Sakakimachi), Stop 3: Geomorphology around Kiritappu marshland (Kiritappu Wetland Centre), Stop 4: Evidence of giant tsunamis (Kiritappu marshland), Stop 6: Pirikauta landslide (Pirikauta, Akkeshi), Stop 7: Extinct Sangoso on Kakijima island and sinking phenomena around here (Lake Akkeshi), Stop 8: Ghost forest in Bekkanbeushi marshland caused by large earthquake? (Bekkanbeushi marshland, Akkeshi) and turn back center at 4:00 pm as our schedule.

In our poster, and we want to show our idea about ”importance of glass-rooted geological outreach activities for local residents” as an example planning and practice of the Hamanaka geo-tour referring to the day of evaluation results received from the residents.

Keywords: Geo-tour, Geology day, Kiritappu Wetland, Hamanaka Town, Eastern Hokkaido
Development of the "Turbidite stick" for a Geoscience educational material (Geotoy)

Hideki Yoshikawa¹*, Futoshi Nanayama²
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On July 24, 2010, we held challenge corner for children as "Secrets of sediment gravity flow which are studied from easy experiments" in AIST public exhibition. We were prepared five experimental devices to clearly explain for the relationship between sediment gravity flows and other natural disasters such as sedimentary processes of debris flow, landslide and turbidity current. Yoshikawa developed the "Turbidite stick" as a new Geotoy. In our presentation, we want to demonstrate it for Geoscience educators.

The main body was made of an acrylic pipe (21mm diameter, 1000mm long), which was purchased from the home center in Tsukuba. Then both end of the pipe were prevented water leakage into the caps. Mixing particles were enclosed in the pipe, such as beach sand and dune sand from Ajigaura coast, fluvial gravel from the downstream of Nakagawa River, various types of color sand and glass beads were purchased from the same home center in Tsukuba. Then we repeatedly tried into the mixing sand grains in the pipe during preliminary experiments. As a result, mixing ratio as 48% fine gravel river (diameter 5mm), 29% coarse sand beach (diameter 1mm), 23% fine glass beads (diameter 0.2mm) was best mixing rate. In particular, we were able to reproduce the behavior of suspending particles in flow condition by mixing glass beads into natural sands and gravels.

From several Geoscience educators have already contacted us about how to obtain "Geotoy". According to their comments, we try to consider the commercialization of it in future.

Keywords: Geoscience educational material, Geotoy, Turbidite stick, sediment gravity flow, natural hazard, development
A making of earthquake disaster prevention education contents with interactive communications tool

Nobuyuki Yamada\textsuperscript{1*}, Takanobu Otani\textsuperscript{1}
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This study aims to improve the concern for the earthquake disaster prevention, and to become a help of new development that spreads knowledge, and it gropes to the enhancement of the earthquake disaster prevention education. As the part, it attaches as a trial and it introduces the production of digital contents for the education that puts the use of the interactive communications equipment, and use by the school training. The digital contents of this study were assumed when it is a suddenly strong motion by an earthquake, the one to do the action simulation that is able to judge of good. I will report the results of questionnaire for college students of a future teacher using these contents.

Keywords: Interactive communications tool, Earthquake disaster prevention education
Earth Science Education using "Mt Fuji Travelling Exhibition"
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Mount Fuji is one of the famous volcanoes in Japan and it is a good theme for learning about Earth Sciences. We opened the exhibition of Mt. Fuji at Aichi University of Education in April 2010. In the exhibition we displayed items of "Mt. Fuji travelling exhibition" co-produced by Shizuoka University and National Museum of Nature and Science. We also displayed some products by our university, including a 3D-map of Mt. Fuji, and held special lectures about Mt. Fuji for the public.

In this poster, we will show one of the exhibits (3D-map of Mt. Fuji) and report the response of the exhibition visitors.

Keywords: Mount Fuji, Education, Earth Science, Travelling Exhibition
The cheapest simulator for characteristic vibrations, YURAYURA 2011, by Dr. Avaranger

Yasuaki Nohguchi\textsuperscript{1}\textsuperscript{*}

\textsuperscript{1}NIED

Recently, large swinging of the skyscraper which resonates by the long-period ground motion becomes a topic. In this paper, we will introduce the simple models to simulate the characteristic vibration of buildings for science education.

Keywords: science education, earthquake, characteristic vibration, yurayura
Science Communication for Earth and Planetary Sciences - New concept and practice -
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Earth and planetary science is one of the most famous academic disciplines in general. However it is difficult to say that the attractions, essences and familiar examples of earth and planetary science have become widespread into public well. In addition, there are only a few opportunities to meet and talk with scientists directly for general people. We propose that science communication is a better way to know and understand about earth and planetary sciences for public. Science communication is a means for communications between academic communities and public on an equal basis. Many activities of science communication are run today. However, almost all of the activity aims to enlighten people who are usually not interested in science about the interest of science. That is very important, but not enough because the interests for sciences or scientific knowledge are different from understanding science and being able to contribute to society.

In earth and planetary sciences, sampling and analysis are costly in many cases. Accordingly, research fund is important to study, and accountability of study is too. Science communication is needed in the accountability. However, The activities of science communication in earth and planetary sciences should be promoted not only for accountability for tax money used as research fund, but also for education and having public think about global problems (e.g. global warming, resource depletion, etc.). Few studies of earth and planetary sciences are technologically applied for the engineering now, but such problems will be resolved with taking into account the perspective of earth and planetary sciences. Thus, earth and planetary sciences should be dealt more in many contexts related with social and industrial activities.

Therefore, we suggest that science communicators should provide a ”next step” for public to solve these backgrounds. As the ”next step”, First of all, we propose a concept to categorize activities of science communication into three steps. First step is ”enlightenment for public”, second is ”discussion between scientists and public”, and third is ”consensus-building about problems between scientists and public”. Second, we form a group, named ”Universal Earth” (”Yuniasu”, in short) for mainly running ”second step” as written above. The members are all students and but belong to many faculties. That is good not only for providing many perspectives to the group but also divisional corporation. Now Yuniasu hold science cafes titled ”Earth and Planetary Sciences Bar” about once two months in Jiyu-gaoka, Tokyo. The concepts of Yuniasu’s activities are as follows; i) Themes have to be related in earth and planetary sciences, ii) Works are for ”discussion between scientists and public”, and iii) ”Earth and Planetary Sciences Bar” have to be held in Jiyu-gaoka, Tokyo. These concepts are for intensifying the connection between earth and planetary scientist and public, and forming a model case which the local public entertain the science into their life. In this presentation, we show our work and the result.

Keywords: Earth and Planetary Sciences, Science Communication, Science Cafe, Science bar